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ABSTRACT
Isolated neutron stars (NSs) show a bewildering variety of astrophysical mani-
festations, presumably shaped by the magnetic field strength and topology at birth.
Here, using state-of-the art calculations of the coupled magnetic and thermal evolu-
tion of NSs, we compute the thermal spectra and pulse profiles expected for a variety
of initial magnetic field configurations. In particular, we contrast models with purely
poloidal magnetic fields to models dominated by a strong internal toroidal component.
We find that, while the former displays double peaked profiles and very low pulsed
fractions, in the latter, the anisotropy in the surface temperature produced by the
toroidal field often results in a single pulse profile, with pulsed fractions that can ex-
ceed the 50− 60% level even for perfectly isotropic local emission. We further use our
theoretical results to generate simulated “observed” spectra, and show that blackbody
(BB) fits result in inferred radii that can be significantly smaller than the actual NS
radius, even as low as ∼ 1− 2 km for old NSs with strong internal toroidal fields and
a high absorption column density along their line of sight. We compute the size of the
inferred BB radius for a few representative magnetic field configurations, NS ages, and
magnitudes of the column density. Our theoretical results are of direct relevance to
the interpretation of X-ray observations of isolated NSs, as well as to the constraints
on the equation of state of dense matter through radius measurements.
1 INTRODUCTION
Observations of isolated neutron stars (NSs) over the last
several decades have painted a zoo of disparate manifesta-
tions, in energy bands ranging from the gamma-rays to the
radio. The bulk of isolated NSs manifest themselves as ra-
dio pulsars and are characterized by a rather steady spin
down. These NSs have an estimated magnetic field in the
∼ 1012 − 1013 G range. A fraction of NSs are further char-
acterized by large surface temperatures for their ages, oc-
casional X-ray bursts, and, in some cases, even giant γ-ray
flares. These objects, historically classified as Anomalous X-
ray Pulsars (AXPs) and Soft γ-ray Repeaters (SGRs), and
collectively known as magnetars, have very large estimated
magnetic field strengths, ∼ 1014 − 1015 G. The large fields
are believed to be responsible for their observational char-
acteristics (Thompson & Duncan 1995).
Other NSs, at the opposite end of the spectrum, are
very quiet and their surface emission is generally consis-
tent with thermal emission from the entire surface of the
star. These objects, also known as Central Compact Objects
(CCOs), have been proposed to be NSs with very low ex-
ternal magnetic field strengths, B . 1011 G, either by birth
(Gotthelf & Halpern 2009), or as the result of field screen-
ing by fallback accreted matter (Muslimov & Page 1995;
Young & Chanmugam 1995; Bernal et al. 2010; Ho 2011;
Vigano` & Pons 2012).
Evidently, the magnetic field strength of a NS plays a
fundamental role in its observational appearance and in its
evolutionary path. Indeed, a large number of investigations
over several decades have been aimed at understanding how
the B-field shapes the NS life and properties as we see them
(e.g. Heyl & Kulkarni 1998). Clearly, the dipolar field com-
ponent, inferred through measurements of P and P˙ , is not
sufficient to account for this variety of behaviours, calling for
a re-evaluation of our global understanding of the relation
between the inferred B-field and the phenomenology of a NS.
As discussed in a series of previous papers (Pons et al. 2007;
Aguilera et al. 2008; Pons et al. 2009; Vigano` et al. 2013),
magnetic and thermal evolution are strongly coupled. The
standard, 1D cooling theory is able to predict the range of
observed temperatures and luminosities for weakly magne-
tised objects. However, under the presence of a strong mag-
netic field, two other important effects play a role in influ-
encing the observational properties of the NSs: the gradual
conversion of magnetic energy into heat via the Joule effect
in the crust, and the anisotropy in the surface temperature
distribution.
For strongly magnetised NSs (B & 1014 G), the dis-
sipation of currents circulating in the crust maintains the
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crust at high temperatures (Tc & 10
8 K) and consequently
the average surface temperature is also higher than in the
non-magnetic case. The first consequence is an enhancement
of the persistent luminosity: the most magnetized objects
(magnetars, high-B pulsars) are systematically brighter, and
they are much easier to detect than the weakly magnetised
ones. The second important effect, on which we focus in this
work, is the anisotropy in temperature induced by the mag-
netic field. Under the presence of a strong field, the conduc-
tivity becomes anisotropic, due to the fact that the electrons,
which are the main responsible for the heat transport, move
more easily along the field lines than across them. In the
outer crust and in the envelope of NSs, the magnetic field
geometry drives the preferred direction for the heat conduc-
tion, acting in some regions as a thermal insulator.
In Vigano` et al. (2013) (Paper I hereafter), we pre-
sented the most detailed 2D simulations of the magneto-
thermal evolution of isolated NSs to date, including updated
microphysics inputs. We showed that the observed timing
properties and bolometric luminosities of a varied sample of
about 40 sources (including AXPs, SGRs, high-B radio pul-
sars, rotation-powered pulsars, X-ray isolated NSs, CCOs)
can be accounted for by varying the strength of the initial
poloidal field, and, in some cases, including the presence of
a dominant toroidal field at birth.
In this paper, we extend our study of the NS zoo by
studying the expected thermal spectra and pulse profiles
predicted in a sample of magnetothermal evolutionary sce-
narios. In particular, we will contrast models with and with-
out a dominant toroidal component of the magnetic field.
Our results demonstrate that the thermal pulse profiles are
markedly distinct in the two cases, hence allowing a probe
of the magnetic field geometry.
We further address the issue of the magnitude of the
blackbody radius and temperature inferred from fits to sin-
gle blackbody models, when the underlying temperature
profile is anisotropic.
Our paper is organized as follows: in § 2, we discuss
the origin of the surface temperature anisotropy and show
results from a set of simulations and ensuing surface tem-
perature profiles. In § 3, we use the latter to build synthetic
spectra, and compute the effective blackbody radius that
would be inferred in fits; we also compute pulse profiles, for
the same theoretical temperature profiles, in a soft X-ray
thermal band. In § 4, we discuss our results in the context
of observations. We summarize and conclude in § 5.
2 SURFACE TEMPERATURE PROFILES
The creation of surface temperature anisotropies in the
crust and envelope of magnetised NSs has been extensively
studied by different groups (Greenstein & Hartke 1983;
Schaaf 1990; Heyl & Hernquist 2001; Potekhin & Yakovlev
2001; Geppert et al. 2004, 2006; Pe´rez-Azor´ın et al. 2006;
Potekhin et al. 2007). In the outer ∼ 100 m of a NS, the tem-
perature gradient in the radial direction is very strong, with
a typical drop of about two orders of magnitude. In the re-
gion where the magnetic field is radial (e.g., the poles), heat
is efficiently transported along the radial direction, so that
the surface is thermally connected to the inner crust and to
the core. On the other hand, the regions with nearly tangen-
Figure 1. Temperature distribution on the surface of the NS, for
models with a purely poloidal field at birth, and at different NS
ages.
tial magnetic field (equatorial area for a dipolar field) are in-
sulated and thermally disconnected from the hot core. Note,
however, that 2D models have shown the importance of tan-
gential heat conduction in limiting the anisotropy, compared
with plane-parallel 1D models.
The degree of anisotropy is controlled by the ratio be-
tween thermal conductivity along and across the field lines,
which in a classical (non-quantizing) approach can be ap-
proximated by
κ‖
κ⊥
≈ 1 + (ωBτe)
2 (1)
where ωB = eB/mec and τe are the electron gyrofrequency
and the electron relaxation time (the typical timescale be-
tween scattering processes suffered by electrons), respec-
tively. Note that the classical approach is a good approxi-
mation only for weakly quantized matter (see e.g. Hernquist
1984). For magnetar-strength fields, quantum effects become
important only at low density (the envelope) or low tem-
perature, and the number of Landau levels must be consis-
tently calculated. In our simulations, we use the full version
of quantizing conductivities developed in the form of for-
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tran codes by A. Potekhin (Potekhin 1999; Potekhin et al.
1999; Cassisi et al. 2007; Chugunov & Haensel 2007), which
are available online1.
At fixed temperature, transport across magnetic field
lines is strongly suppressed for high magnetic field strengths,
because ωB ∝ B, and the anisotropy in the surface tem-
perature is more pronounced. However, in some regimes,
τe strongly depends on temperature, so that the so-called
magnetization parameter ωBτe varies by several orders of
magnitude during the evolution. In particular, at low tem-
peratures, τe becomes large and anisotropy is expected even
for weak magnetic fields (see the discussion in the final part
of section 4 of Pons et al. 2009).
The general result for weak dipolar magnetic fields
(B . 1013 G) is that the magnetic poles are systemati-
cally hotter than the equatorial region. This situation can
be inverted when internal heating sources are present. In
Fig. 1, we show examples of the evolution of the surface
temperature for different models parametrized by the mag-
netic field strength at the pole (Bp). The top panel shows
results for an initially poloidal, strictly dipolar configuration,
with Bp = 10
13 G. As the star becomes older, the magnetic
field slowly dissipates but the temperature also decreases,
and the surface temperature anisotropy in an old star can
sometimes be larger than for a hot, young star with a higher
magnetic field.
The particular temperature profile in the crust depends
on the location of currents and where the dissipated mag-
netic energy is deposited. Eventually, an inversion of the
angular temperature anisotropy in the crust can happen.
However, this effect is filtered by the envelope: the blanket-
ing effect of the envelope may reestablish the typical hot
poles+cold equator profiles, depending on the strength of
the magnetic field and temperature. In the bottom panel
of Fig. 1, we show the evolution of the temperature for an
initially poloidal, dipolar configuration, of strength Bp =
1014 G. For young NSs, the poles are actually cooler than
the tropical regions, and this counter-intuitive temperature
profiles are kept for longer times for higher fields.
Note that, in the cases discussed above, the symmetry
with respect to the equator is maintained throughout the
evolution, due the initial choice of a purely poloidal, dipo-
lar magnetic field. However, the magnetic field geometry
is expected to be much more complicated, likely with the
presence of strong internal components (toroidal field and
poloidal multipoles). In order to explore the importance of
a strong internal magnetic field, we show in Fig. 2 the tem-
perature profiles for the same NS models as in Fig. 1, but
with the addition of a strong toroidal component that con-
tains over 90% of the magnetic energy.
During the evolution, the symmetry is broken due to
the Hall term in the induction equation (see Paper I), which
leads to a complex field geometry with asymmetric north
and south hemispheres. The region with tangential field
lines does not coincide with the equator, and asymmetric
temperature profiles are expected. The degree of anisotropy
strongly depends on the initial toroidal field strength, be-
cause of its insulating effect in the crust. In some cases, a
1 http://www.ioffe.ru/astro/conduct (we use the 01.02.2013 ver-
sion).
Figure 2. Temperature distribution on the surface of the NS, for
models with an initial B field which has both a poloidal and a
toroidal component.
configuration with radial field lines concentrated at small
magnetic latitudes generates a step-like temperature pro-
file (top panel, t = 104, 105 yr), with a sharp hot spot of
∼ 15 − 20◦. For a given initial magnetic field configuration
at birth, the degree of anisotropy further increases with the
age of the star.
In this paper we assume blackbody emission from the
surface, without exploring other possible emission models,
such as (magnetized) atmospheres and a condensed surface.
We point out that, under the presence of a light-element at-
mosphere, the emerging spectrum would get distorted and,
when fitted by a blackbody model, the inferred effective tem-
peratures would be a factor ∼ 1.5 − 2 larger (the so-called
color-correction factor, e.g. Suleimanov et al. 2011), and,
consequently, the inferred radius would be smaller. How-
ever, the emission model would barely affect the temperature
anisotropy. Furthermore, note that a magnetic atmosphere
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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is expected to result in beaming of the outgoing radiation
and could affect the observed pulse profiles, as widely dis-
cussed in the literature (e.g. O¨zel et al. 2001; Lloyd 2003;
van Adelsberg & Lai 2006; Ho et al. 2007). Since here we
are specifically interested in studying the anisotropy effects
(both on spectra and pulse profiles) caused by the presence
of a crustal field, we work under the assumption of local
isotropic emission, and briefly discuss further possible mod-
ifications induced by an atmosphere. In the following, we
compute spectra and pulse profiles for the temperature dis-
tributions of our models.
3 SPECTRA AND PULSE PROFILES.
The calculation of the phase-dependent emission from an
extended region on the NS surface follows a well estab-
lished formalism in the literature (Pechenick et al. 1983;
Page 1995; Pavlov & Zavlin 2000). In the following, we use
the same notation as in Perna et al. (2012). We define the
time-dependent rotational phase γ(t) as the azimuthal angle
subtended by the magnetic dipole vector µ around the axis
of rotation. It is related to the modulus of the NS angular
velocity, Ω(t), by γ(t) =
∫
Ω(t)dt. The coordinate system is
chosen so that the observer is located along the z axis; the
inclination angle of the rotation axis, Ωˆ, with respect to the
line of sight is indicated by αR, while the angle between the
magnetic dipole vector and the rotation angle is denoted by
αM . Thus, the angle between µ and the line of sight is given
by
cosα(t) = cosαR cosαM + sinαR sinαM cos γ(t). (2)
Due to the strong gravitational field of the NS, the tra-
jectories of photons are substantially deflected as they travel
to the observer. A photon emitted at an angle δ with respect
to the surface normal will reach the (far away) observer if
emitted at a colatitude θ on the star surface, where the re-
lation between θ and δ is given by the ray-tracing function,
θ(δ) =
∫ Rs
2R
0
du x
[(
1−
Rs
R
)(
Rs
2R
)2
− (1− 2u)u2x2
]− 1
2
, (3)
where x ≡ sin δ, and Rs ≡ 2GM/c
2 is the Schwarzchild ra-
dius of a star of mass M and radius R. Due to the spacetime
curvature close to the NS, an observer at infinity measures
a larger NS radius, R∞ = R(1−
Rs
R
)−1/2.
In order to obtain the (phase-dependent) spectrum at
the observer one needs to integrate the local emission over
the entire observable surface. Including the effect of gravi-
tational redshift of the emitted radiation, this integral takes
the form
F (E∞, α) =
2pi
c2 h3
R2∞
D2
E2∞
∫ 1
0
2xdx
×
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
2pi
I (θ, φ, E) , (4)
in units of photons cm−2 s−1 keV−1. In the above equation,
E∞ is the energy as measured by the distant observer. This
is related to the local photon energy at the stellar surface
by E∞ = E(1−
Rs
R
)1/2. The function I(θ, φ,E) describes
the distribution of the local emission. For simplicity, here
we assume blackbody radiation at the local T (θ, φ). There-
fore, the emission is locally isotropic. This assumption allows
us to disentangle the effects on the light curve modulation
due to the temperature anisotropy (which is what we are
interested in), from those produced by atmospheric effects,
which are known to alter, and generally enhance, the flux
modulation, as mentioned earlier.
From Eq. (4), we can easily compute the phase-averaged
spectrum as
Fave(E∞) =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
F [E∞, α(γ)] dγ , (5)
as well as the pulse profile in a given (observed) energy band,
{E1,∞, E2,∞}.
F (γ) =
∫ E2,∞
E1,∞
F [E∞, α(γ)] dE∞. (6)
The pulsed fraction is defined as
PF =
Fmax(γ)− Fmin(γ)
Fmax(γ) + Fmin(γ)
, (7)
where the phases corresponding to the maximum and min-
imum of the flux may vary depending on the temperature
distribution on the NS surface, as well as on the chosen
energy band. With the local thermal emission assumed to
be blackbody, phase-averaged spectra are multitemperature
blackbodies.
3.1 Synthetic spectra and blackbody fits
Before studying the effect of the temperature anisotropy on
the observable pulse profiles, we wish to address another
related question of great importance for the interpretation of
observations: given a spectrum from a realistic temperature
distribution, such as those displayed in Figs. 1 and 2, what
are the NS radius and temperature that would be obtained
with a blackbody fit to the thermal component, as routinely
done?
To answer this question, we imported the phase-
averaged spectra from the temperature distributions in
Figs. 1, 2 into the fitting software Xspec (Arnaud 1996). Us-
ing the recently developed flx2tab function in the HEASARC
package, v6.13, we created the atable models for each one
of the spectra. With Xspec, we then simulated synthetic ob-
served spectra, using XMM-Newton/EPIC-pn response ma-
trices in the fakeit procedure. We simulated also the in-
terstellar absorption, by means of the phabs photoelectric
absorption model with the Anders & Grevesse (1989) abun-
dances, and the Balucinska-Church & McCammon (1992)
photoelectric cross-sections. For all the models we discuss
in this paper, the normalization is fixed by assuming a dis-
tance of 1 kpc, and the exposure time of the simulated
observation is chosen so that the total number of photon
counts would be of ≈ 5000 counts, as typical of realistic
observations. For each model, we simulated 1000 random
realizations of the spectrum. Then, for each spectrum, we
proceeded to the spectral analysis in the standard way. In
real observations, other contributions (e.g. hard tails, non-
thermal components from rotation) extend the energy range
to higher energy, but here we focus on the thermal contribu-
tion alone. We fitted the simulated spectra with the model
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Model Age Teff Tmax χ
2 Tbb Rbb
[kyr] [eV] [eV] [eV] [km]
B13 1 113 130 1.38 112±2 11.9+0.6−0.5
B13 10 87 103 0.86 93±1 9.9±0.4
B13 100 68 78 1.17 72±1 10.3±0.5
B14 1 158 172 1.09 162±1 10.8±0.1
B14 10 102 106 1.01 100±1 12.1±0.5
B14 100 93 105 0.96 95±1 11.0±0.4
B13t 5 87 107 0.94 92±1 9.8+0.4−0.3
B13t 50 66 94 1.19 75±1 8.0+0.6−0.5
B13t 100 63 90 1.26 71±1 8.2+0.6−0.5
B14t 1 234 272 1.10 241±3 10.5±0.3
B14t 5 201 255 1.11 203±3 11.0±0.3
B14t 50 122 246 1.56 156±4 6.1+0.5−0.3
Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of the parameters over 1000 Monte Carlo realizations of synthetic absorbed spectra (Nh = 10
21
cm−2), fitted with the Xspec model phabs(zashift*bbodyrad). The theoretical models are the ones displayed in Fig. 1 and 2, labeled
by the value of log(B0p), where B
0
p is the strength of the initial dipolar poloidal field. The physical radius of the NS is 11.6 km in all the
models. The suffix ’t’ indicates whether the initial field is dominated by a strong toroidal component. The reported χ2 represents the
mean value over all the Monte Carlo realizations.
Figure 3. Dependence of temperature (left) and radius (right) on Nh, inferred by the best-fit phabs(zashift*(bbodyrad)) model for
two representative models: B14 at 1 kyr (blue triangles) and B14t at 50 kyr (red squares). Effective and maximum temperatures for both
models are indicated as references. When a strong toroidal field is present (model B14t), the inferred BB temperatures and radii become
a strong function of the interstellar absorption, unlike the case in which the field is purely poloidal (model B14).
phabs(zashift*blackbody), where zashift applies the red-
shift correction, and phabs models the interstellar absorp-
tion. Our theoretical models for the temperature profiles and
spectra were computed with M = 1.4M⊙ and R = 11.6 km
(same NS model used in the simulations), yielding a redshift
of z = 0.25.2 We included an interstellar absorption of mag-
nitude Nh = 10
21 cm−2, which is typical of nearby sources.
The results of the fits for all the models considered here are
2 Note that, without redshift corrections, we would obtain ex-
actly the same fit, but with temperature and radius at infinity,
i.e. T∞ = T/(1 + z) and R∞ = (1 + z)R.
reported in Table 1. For the fitted parameters (Tbb, Rbb),
we report the mean over the 1000 realizations, as as well the
standard deviation.
In general, the temperature inferred by a single black-
body fit lies between the effective temperature Teff ≡
(Lbol/4piσR
2)1/4 and the maximum temperature of the
model, both shown in the table as well. By looking at the
table and at the temperature profiles, we can roughly distin-
guish two kinds of models. In most models with a dominating
poloidal magnetic field (B13, B14), the cold regions located
near the equator have a small angular size and barely con-
tribute to the total flux. Hence, the value of the inferred
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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radius is only slightly smaller than the star radius, and the
temperature is only slightly higher than the effective tem-
perature, which is not very different than the maximum tem-
perature. On the other hand, when a strong toroidal com-
ponent is present, the temperature profile, especially at old
ages, can be roughly described by a cold component from a
large part of the surface and a smaller, hot region. In these
cases, the inferred BB radius (whereas a single BB provides
a good fit to the thermal component) can be much smaller
than the actual NS radius. The amount of reduction is, as it
may be expected, a strong function of the energy-dependent
absorption by the interstellar medium.
To study this effect, we analyzed in detail two repre-
sentative models: B14 at 1 kyr and B14t at 50 kyr. For
each of them, we generated synthetic spectra for values of
absorption in the range Nh ∈ [5 × 10
20, 2 × 1022] cm−2.
Given the typical temperatures of our models, larger val-
ues of Nh would make the thermal emission from the source
undetectable. In Fig. 3, we show the dependence of the best-
fit blackbody parameters (radius and temperature) on Nh
for both models. For the B14 model at 1 kyr (blue trian-
gles), the best-fit temperatures and radii are almost inde-
pendent of Nh, with only a slight overestimation of temper-
ature (and underestimation of radius) for the strongest ab-
sorption. For Nh . 10
22 cm−2, the inferred temperatures are
within the 10% variability between the effective and max-
imum temperature, and the radius is compatible with, or
a little smaller than the real radius. On the other hand,
model B14t at 50 kyr (red squares) shows a large variability
in the inferred temperature, caused by the large anisotropy
and larger range of temperatures on the star surface. The
inferred temperature tends to approach the highest temper-
ature only for large absorption values, while it becomes lower
as Nh decreases. The inferred radius of the emitting region
is always significantly smaller than the real star radius, and
can vary by up to a factor of four depending on the value of
Nh, for the same model.
In Fig. 4 we show the simulated spectrum and the best-
fit blackbody in one realization of the B14 model at 1 kyr,
for two different values of the absorbing column density,
Nh = 10
21 cm−2 and Nh = 10
22 cm−2. In both cases, the
single blackbody fit is acceptable and there is no evidence
of anisotropy (i.e. need for additional components) in the
spectrum.
For low values of absorption, the fake spectrum of model
B14t at 50 kyr cannot be fitted accurately by a single black-
body. In the left panel of Fig. 5, we illustrate one realization
for Nh = 10
21 cm−2, which is not acceptable (χ2 ∼ 1.6). In
this case, a much better fit (χ2 = 1.2) is provided by two
blackbodies with kT1 ≃ 90 eV, kT2 ≃ 165 eV, R2 ∼ 5 km,
and R1 compatible with the star radius, reflecting the real
temperature profile. Larger values of absorption (Nh = 10
22
cm−2 in the right panel of Fig. 5) “hide” the cold compo-
nent, so that the fit provides an estimate of the temperature
and size of the hotter component, much smaller than the
real radius. This explains the trend of Fig. 3 (right panel)
with absorption: the larger the absorption, the hotter is the
effective BB temperature measured from the fit, and hence
the smaller is the inferred radius of the emitting region.
3.2 Pulse profiles
As evident from the discussion of the previous section, spec-
tral modeling is generally degenerate: when the resolution
is not extremely high, several models often fit equally well
the same spectrum. This has been especially demonstrated
by the results in Table 1: while the intrinsic spectra are
composite blackbodies with a variety of temperature pro-
files, the resulting spectra can generally be fit by a single
blackbody. A much deeper probe of the intrinsic tempera-
ture profile of the NS surface is provided by the pulse pro-
file F (γ) (cfr Eq.6) of the star in a thermal energy band.
This is displayed in Figs. 6 and 7 for the set of models pre-
sented in Figs. 1 and 2. Fluxes are integrated over the typical
soft X-ray [0.5-2] keV band. While the thermal flux gener-
ally dominates at lower energies, in practice, a combination
of typical instrumental sensitivity and high interstellar ab-
sorption makes this band more relevant for comparison with
observations. Note that the observed pulse profiles depend
on the viewing angle (parametrized by αM and αR); here
we consider, as our base model, the simplest geometry with
αR = αM = 90
◦ (orthogonal rotator). For this configura-
tion, the viewing angle α becomes equal to the phase angle
γ.
Some general features can be immediately inferred from
inspection of Figs. 6 and 7. When the field is purely poloidal
and hence the temperature profile is symmetric with respect
to the equator (cfr. Fig. 1), the pulse profile is double peaked
(Fig. 6). However, the maximum of the emission may or may
not coincide with the sweeping of the axis of the magnetic
dipole across the line of sight. This is a consequence of the
fact that, for moderate strengths of the poloidal field, the
temperature is higher at the poles (top panel of Fig. 1, Bp =
1013 G), hence resulting in a flux maximum corresponding
at γ = 0, while for stronger fields (bottom panel of Fig. 1),
the hotter regions shift at intermediate latitudes on the NS
surface, hence producing a maximum of the pulsation at
large viewing angles.
A common feature of all the models with poloidal field
alone (assumed purely dipolar) is that the pulsed fraction
is very low; for a local isotropic photon distribution as as-
sumed in Fig. 6, it remains constrained to within a few per-
cent. This is the maximum that can be obtained without
other effects, since we have considered an orthogonal rota-
tor, which maximizes the flux variations. For geometrical
configurations with αR and/or αM smaller than 90
◦, pulsed
profiles become asymmetrical, and the pulsed fraction be-
comes even smaller. However, there are a number of effects
which can increase the magnitude of the pulsed flux.
Firstly, high interstellar absorption, by preferentially
absorbing low energy photons with respect to the high
energy ones (more pulsed for BB emission), tends to in-
crease the overall pulsed fraction of the thermal compo-
nent in a wide energy band. To estimate the magnitude of
the effect, we ran a few simulations with a column density
NH = 10
22 cm−2, and using the absorption cross sections
by Morrison & McCammon (1983). For a typical case with
Bp = 10
13 G and t = 104 yr, we found that the amplitude
of the pulsed fraction increased from 3.5% to 6.1% in the
0.5-2 keV band. Other (purely poloidal) cases are similar. A
larger increase in the modulation can be typically obtained
when considering wider energy bands (e.g. 0.05-10 keV), or
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. Synthetic spectra and best-fit blackbody model and residuals for the B14 model at 1 kyr, with Nh = 10
21 cm−2 (left panel)
and Nh = 10
22 cm−2 (right).
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Figure 5. Synthetic spectra and best-fit blackbody model and residuals for the B14t model at 50 kyr, with Nh = 10
21 cm−2 (left panel)
and Nh = 10
22 cm−2 (right).
larger absorbing column densities, as extensively discussed
in Perna et al. (2000). However, for typical observational en-
ergy bands and absorbing columns, the PF of models with
a mainly dipolar poloidal field remains small.
A more significant influence on the flux modulation
derives from anisotropy in the local emission (see e.g. the
parametric study by DeDeo et al. 2001). Magnetized atmo-
spheres are known to create anisotropic radiation patterns
(e.g. van Adelsberg & Lai 2006; Ho et al. 2008). A detailed
computation of lightcurves with realistic, magnetized atmo-
sphere profiles is beyond the scope of this work, as it would
require a large number of atmosphere models, each for a
certain temperature and varying magnetic field inclination
over the surface of the star. Atmosphere models with in-
clined fields (Pavlov et al. 1994; Zavlin et al. 1995; Lloyd
2003; Ho 2007) are computationally very expensive3. Hence,
following a number of previous investigations (Perna et al.
2000; DeDeo et al. 2001; Perna & Gotthelf 2008), we con-
sider a parametrized form for the local radiation beaming,
which we implement numerically by weighing the intensity
3 An approximate method for computing spectra and light curves
with arbitrary temperatures and magnetic fields has been devel-
oped by Shabaltas & Lai (2012).
I in Eq. (4) by a function f(δ), where δ is the angle be-
tween the normal to the surface and the direction of photon
propagation. Note that, in realistic models of magnetized
atmospheres, the shape of the radiation beam is a function
of B,E, Teff . For magnetic fields normal to the NS surface,
van Adelsberg & Lai (2006) find that there is a narrow pen-
cil beam centered around the B field direction, accompa-
nied by a broader fan beam at larger angles. However, for
magnetar-level fields, and with the inclusion of vacuum po-
larization effects, the gap between the two beams is reduced,
and the radiation emerges as a broad, featureless pencil
beam centered along the B field direction. For inclined B
fields, the pencil component of the beam still follows the
direction of the field (e.g. Pavlov et al. 1994; Zavlin et al.
1995; Ho 2007).
In the following, with the purpose of simply providing
an indication of the effect of a local anisotropic emission on
the observed PFs of a purely dipolar, poloidal magnetic field
configuration, we assume pencil beaming from a magnetic
field normal to the surface, which we model as f(δ) ∝ cosn δ,
and we report the value of the PFs from pulse profiles com-
puted with a beaming intensity n = 1. We again focus on
the 0.5-2 keV band and, for each temperature distribution
of Fig. 1, we report below the results for the model at the
time t at which the PF is the highest (best scenario for ob-
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Figure 6. Pulse profiles in the 0.5-2 keV band for the tempera-
ture profiles of Fig. 1.
taining a highly modulated flux). We found that the PF of
the Bp = 10
13 G, t = 104 yr model, increases from the 6.9%
value of the isotropic case to 25% of the n = 1 case. In the
case with Bp = 10
14 G, t = 105 yr, the PF increases from
2.8% to 12.2%. Clearly, a more extreme beaming of the local
radiation would further increase the PF (DeDeo et al. 2001;
Perna et al. 2000). Overall, our results show that a predom-
inantly poloidal (dipolar) field results in double peaked pro-
files with a low level of flux modulation, unless the local
emission is highly anisotropic.
These considerations change dramatically when the
field has a strong large-scale toroidal component. The evo-
lution of an initially strong toroidal, dipolar field breaks the
symmetry of the temperature profile with respect to the
equator (cfr. Fig. 2); an interesting consequence is that the
resulting light curve becomes single peaked, and the pulsed
fraction is much higher, reaching over 50% in the 0.5-2 keV
band for some of the models (see Fig. 7). This is a particu-
Figure 7. Pulse profiles in the 0.5-2 keV band for the tempera-
ture profiles of Fig. 2.
larly important result: without appealing to magnetospheric
or beaming effects, purely thermal models can explain large
pulsed fractions and single pulse profiles observed in a num-
ber of isolated NSs. We stress that this effect is achieved if
the magnetic field has a strong large-scale component tan-
gential to the surface (e.g., in the polar or azimuthal direc-
tion), which acts as an insulator for a large fraction of the
surface. Other models, with high multipolar components,
yield more complicated temperature profiles, with multiple
small cold and hot regions. The resulting pulsed fraction,
which averages out the small-scale differences, is small.
4 DISCUSSION
As our simulations show, the surface temperature (and
hence the X-ray pulsed profile) of a NS changes dramatically
with its initial field strength and topology, as well as its age.
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The theoretical spectra and pulse profiles presented in the
previous section bear direct implications for the observations
of X-ray emission from isolated NSs. A direct comparison
between our numerical results and X-ray spectra and pulse
profiles of specific objects cannot be made unless the simu-
lations are specifically tailored to particular objects, which
is beyond the scope of this work. Hence, in the following, we
will discuss some general features within the context of our
findings.
4.1 Magnetars.
Magnetar spectra in the 0.3-10 keV energy range are typi-
cally best fit by the combination of a blackbody and a pow-
erlaw. The thermal component, which often dominates in
the lowest energy band, can be generally accounted for by
a single BB; the inferred emission regions (for the best es-
timated distances) are most often found to be smaller than
the whole surface of the NS. In fact, the small emitting radii
appeared to argue in favor of alternative models, such as
accretion from a fallback disk (e.g. Chatterjee et al. 2000),
despite being ameliorated by fits with atmosphere models
rather than pure BB ones (Perna et al. 2001).
Our magnetothermal models have shown that certain
magnetic configurations (and especially some of those with
a strong large-scale toroidal component) can result in in-
ferred radii apparently incompatible with emission from
the entire surface of the star when fitted with a pure
blackbody, without atmospheric corrections. In particular,
among the examples of theoretical models presented here,
the one indicated with B14t at 50 kyr is especially illustra-
tive. At small or moderate levels of interstellar absorption
(Nh . 5 × 10
21 cm−2), this model is best fit by a two-
blackbody: one cooler component consistent with emission
from the entire surface of the star, and a hotter compo-
nent with a smaller radius of the emitting region (∼ 5 km).
However, for more significant values of interstellar absorp-
tion (Nh & 10
22 cm−1), the cooler component is hidden,
and then the NS appears as emitting only from a single,
small, ’hot spot’ of about 1-2 km in size (see also results
by Shabaltas & Lai (2012) with analytical profiles for the
magnetic field). This is indeed often the case for magne-
tars which, interestingly, have absorption column densities
that typically exceed ∼ 1022 cm−2 (Esposito et al. 2008;
Rea et al. 2005; Gelfand & Gaensler 2007).
Thermal pulsed profiles of magnetars display a mixed
morphology. A notable example of a (almost symmetric)
double peaked light curve is the magnetar 1E 2259+586
(Patel et al. 2001; Woods et al. 2004). A double peaked pro-
file could be obtained with an initial poloidal, dipolar field,
and a toroidal, quadrupolar configuration. However, the high
PF at about the 20% level of the thermal flux could only be
accounted for by a significant anisotropy in the local emis-
sion (f(δ) ∝ cos1.5 δ in the notation of § 3). Another double
peaked magnetar is 4U 0142+0162; the low level of modula-
tion of this object (around the 10% level) does not constitute
a problem for symmetric temperature profiles (Rea et al.
2007). Also for this object, the dominant toroidal compo-
nent would have to be of even parity in order not to break
the symmetry with respect to the equator.
For most other magnetars, on the other hand,
the pulsed thermal (quiescent) component is single
peaked and often highly pulsed. Examples are4 (among
others) 1E 1048.1-5937 (Tam et al. 2008), XTE J1810-
197 (Bernardini et al. 2009, 2011), 1E 1207.4-5209
(Halpern & Gotthelf 2011), 1E 1547.0-5408 (Dib et al.
2012), SGR 0418+5729 (Rea et al. 2013), SGR J1822.3-
1606 (Rea et al. 2012). The single peaked, highly modulated
flux is generally associated to emitting areas that are much
smaller than the entire surface of the NS. Single peaks
coupled with a large PF rule out symmetrical emission
geometries with small angles αR and/or αM . They rather
imply a temperature distribution on the surface of the star
which is asymmetric with respect to the equator.
Our results hence suggest that, for these objects, a
strong toroidal component must be present in the interior
of the star. We note that, in particular for the case of the
low-B magnetars SGR 0418+5729 and SGR J1822.3-1606, a
strong internal field has been invoked for the objects to have
a non-negligible probability of an outburst (Rea et al. 2012,
2013). More generally, it has been discussed (Perna & Pons
2011; Pons & Perna 2011; Paper I) how a strong internal
toroidal field is more likely to make a NS to appear as a
magnetar (i.e. higher thermal luminosity, higher outburst
frequency) as compared to a NS with a similar dipolar field
but insignificant toroidal composnent. Our findings about
the shape of the pulse profiles, as well as on the sizes of the
inferred blackbody radii, provide an additional support to
the earlier suggestions.
We note, however, that tiny spots (a fraction of km in
size), such as, for example, the one measured for the ther-
mal emission of CXO J164710.2-455216 (Muno et al. 2006;
Skinner et al. 2006; Israel et al. 2007) would be hard to ex-
plain with anisotropic, internal heat alone. Such intensely
heated, very small regions are more likely to result from
currents in a twisted magnetic bundle (Beloborodov 2009;
Turolla et al. 2011).
4.2 The magnificent seven.
Another class of objects for which our results are of direct
relevance is that of the X-ray Isolated Neutron Stars (XINSs,
also known as the “Magnificent Seven”, and first discovered
by Walter et al. 1996). These are characterized by purely
thermal spectra, blackbody radii of a few km in size, and
generally modest pulsation levels, ranging from a few per-
cent to 18%. These objects, with inferred dipolar fields in
the few ×1013 G range, have timing properties and X-ray
luminosities consistent with those of evolved magnetars5 (for
a review of their properties see e.g. Tru¨mper 2005; Turolla
2009), i.e. stars born with dipolar fields of a few 1014 G,
which decayed to the current value within a few ×105 years
4 In the quoted references, when the thermal band is not explic-
itly separated, we simply refer at the pulsed profile in the lowest
energy band.
5 The birthrates of magnetars and of XINSs have been computed
by a number of authors (Gill & Heyl 2007; Keane & Kramer 2008;
Ferrario & Wickramasinghe 2008; Popov et al. 2010); however,
the inferred numbers are still rather uncertain due to small num-
ber statistics and the recent discovery of low field magnetars
(Rea et al. 2010), as well as of transient magnetars (Ibrahim et al.
2004).
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(see Paper I for a thorough description of the coupled evolu-
tion of magnetic field and temperature). The observed pulse
profiles are close to sinusoidal, and single-peaked except for
RX J1308.6+2127, which is double-peaked.
Consistently with previous work (Page 1995), which
used simplified, analytical models for the dipolar temper-
ature distribution, we find that single peaked profiles from
purely dipolar, poloidal fields can only be produced for a
small range of oblique viewing geometries and, when so,
they would yield very low PFs, typically not exceeding a few
percent if the local emission is purely isotropic. Anisotropic
emission can largely increase the PF as discussed in Sec 3.2,
and previous work (Zane & Turolla 2006) has shown that it
is possible to fit reasonably well the pulsed profiles of these
objects with a combination of Hydrogen atmospheric mod-
els, and a star-centred dipole plus a quadrupole topology.
4.3 Central Compact Objects.
Last, we conclude with the discussion of another class of
isolated NSs whose observational properties can be inter-
preted within the context of our findings – that is the sam-
ple of objects known as central compact objects or CCOs.
These relatively young objects (often still found at the cen-
ter of their supernova remnant) are characterized by a low
inferred external (dipolar) field, generally Bp . 10
11 G,
which is at odd with the hints for anisotropic distribution
of temperature inferred from the analysis of their pulse
profiles. For example, 1E 1207.4-5209, which displays a
single, rather symmetric pulse profile in the 0.5-2.5 keV
band (see Fig. 13 in Gotthelf et al. 2013), has a PF of
about 10%. PSR J1852+0040 (Halpern & Gotthelf 2010)
also displays a single peak and a very large pulsed frac-
tion of 64%, clearly problematic for the CCOs. These puz-
zling observations have called into question the presence of
a strong internal toroidal field (Halpern & Gotthelf 2010;
Shabaltas & Lai 2012; Vigano` & Pons 2012). Our findings of
§ 3 support this suggestion. We have showed that high PFs,
reaching 50-65% for some particular cases with strong Bt,
can be achieved, and correlate with a single thermal peak,
as well as with a smaller inferred BB radius. In particular,
we can consider again as a qualitative representative exam-
ple (since the simulations are not tailored to specific objects)
model B14t at 50 kyr. This has a PF of 66% and a BB radius
. 3 km for Nh & 5 × 10
21 cm−2, as shown in Fig. 3. Note
that the presence of an atmospheric color correction factor
(not included in our modeling) would make this emitting re-
gion to appear even smaller, hence further ameliorating the
issue of the small emitting areas seen in some of these ob-
jects (such as PSR J1852+0040 indeed, Halpern & Gotthelf
2010).
The CCO PSR J0821-4300 in Puppis A also displays
a clear single peak in the thermal component. However,
phase-resolved spectroscopy shows that the 0.5-1 keV pulsed
flux is offset by half a phase cycle with respect to the 1.5-
4.5 keV band (Gotthelf & Halpern 2009). Detailed modeling
by Gotthelf et al. (2010) showed that two well separated,
antipodal regions of different sizes and temperatures can
closely match the observations. As discussed above, such a
strong temperature anisotropy must imply a strong inter-
nal magnetic component, which contrasts the low inferred
dipolar field of about 1011 G (Gotthelf et al. 2013). At a
qualitative level, we note that a temperature profile similar
to that of model B14t at age t = 5 × 104 yr has some key
features that could mimic what observed for this object. At
phase γ = 0, the emission from this object is in fact dom-
inated by the hot, compact region at θ . 20◦, and would
hence appear as a small hot spot. On the other hand, when
the star is at phase γ = 180◦, only the cooler, more extended
region that covers the star for θ & 80◦ (cfr. bottom panel of
Fig. 2, dashed line) is visible to the observer. The effective
flux to the observer would mimic that of two antipodal re-
gions, of different temperatures. We reserve to future work
a more comprehensive exploration of initial magnetic field
configurations that can yield special temperature anisotropy
patterns tailored to specific objects.
5 SUMMARY
We have used results from detailed simulations of the mag-
netothermal evolution of isolated NSs to explore the temper-
ature maps, and the resulting spectra and pulse profiles, at
different NS ages, for a variety of magnetic field configura-
tions and strengths. In particular, we contrasted models with
a purely poloidal (dipolar) field at birth, with cases in which
the initial magnetic field is dominated by a strong toroidal
dipolar component (& 90% of magnetic energy stored in the
toroidal field). Intermediate cases, where . 50% of magnetic
energy is stored in the toroidal field, are very similar to the
case with an initial purely poloidal field.
We have found that poloidal-dominated configurations
can only yield symmetric pulse profiles (as expected, for a
wide range of viewing geometries) and very low pulsed frac-
tions unless the local emission is highly beamed. On the
other hand, the anisotropies in the surface temperature pro-
file induced by the presence of a strong, large-scale toroidal
field generally produce single pulsed profiles, with a pulsed
fraction that can reach the 50-60% level even for purely
isotropic local emission. These results are particularly rel-
evant to the interpretation of the thermal spectra of magne-
tars, which are often single peaked and highly pulsed. A
strong internal component is in fact believed to play an
important role in enhancing their X-ray luminosities, and
in producing a non-negligible outburst rate, even in ’low
field’ magnetars. Another class of objects for which our re-
sults bear direct relevance is that of the CCOs. Although
their inferred external (dipolar) fields are very low, some
of them present strong hints for a strong surface tempera-
ture anisotropy. Representative cases from our simulations
display a qualitative behaviour consistent with the observa-
tional properties of these objects.
Another finding of our work is that the theoretical ther-
mal X-ray spectra, when simulated as ”real” spectra and
then fitted with a single blackbody (as routinely done in
spectral studies) yield blackbody radii which can be ei-
ther comparable to, or smaller than, the actual NS ra-
dius, depending on the magnitude of the surface tempera-
ture anisotropy and the absorption column. Generally, older
objects are more anisotropic, and their inferred BB radii
are smaller. A strong large-scale toroidal field further in-
creases the surface temperature anisotropy; this, coupled
with strong interstellar absorption, can lead to ’measured’
BB radii of ∼ 1-2 k˜m in size. This is again of high relevance
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for the interpretation of X-ray observations of isolated NSs,
such as e.g. magnetars, which very often display blackbody
radii of only a few km in size.
As a further related consequence, caution should be ex-
ercised when using the radius derived from spectral fitting,
in combination with a mass or redshift measurement, to con-
strain the properties of the equation of state of dense mat-
ter. Even for objects with a measured low external magnetic
field, a strong internal component can exist, and hence in-
fluence the delicate measurement of the size of the emitting
region.
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